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CALLING ATTENTION TO OUR STATE’S MOST THREATENED HISTORIC TREASURES,
PRESERVATION NEW JERSEY’S 2015 TEN MOST ENDANGERED HISTORIC PLACES
BY

INCREASES PUBLIC AWARENESS OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION ISSUES AND FOCUSES CRITICAL
ATTENTION ON SELECTED PROPERTIES TO ASSIST IN THEIR PRESERVATION. WE HOPE THESE
LISTINGS WILL CREATE AWARENESS AND ACTION FOR PRESERVATION SOLUTIONS FOR HISTORIC
RESOURCES IN THE GARDEN STATE.

HISTORIC SITES HURT BY compete for the larger grants in this difficult budget season and City Council rejected this proposal.
LACK OF PUBLIC FUNDING needed for restoration. But with to allocate greater financial A 2009 plan to convert the building
STATEWIDE

The New Jersey Historic Trust has
been awarding grants for the
restoration of historic properties for
roughly twenty five years. In that
period, the Trust has awarded an
average of $6 million a year to
sites in communities in every part
of the state. The Trust reported on
its work in “Keeping the Past
Present: The New Jersey Historic
Trust, 1967-2013,” including the
results of a survey that found
nearly $900 million in current
needs for the repair, restoration,
and adaptive reuse of New
Jersey’s vast and varied historic
resources.
In November 2014, the voters
overwhelmingly approved an
amendment to the State
Constitution to dedicate funds from
the Corporate Business Tax to
preserve open space, farmland,
and historic resources. But the
governor’s FY2016 budget,
released
in
February,
recommended only $1.4 million for
the Historic Trust. This is simply
not enough to sustain and staff an
impactful grant program.
The variety of historic resources
that face critical funding needs is
breathtaking. Many of the
stewards of these properties have
advanced their preservation
through planning grants and other
means but are now ready to

only $1.4 million available there
are too few dollars to forward the
preservation of so many worthy
projects, a few of which are
highlighted here:

Hinchliffe Stadium in Paterson is a
National Historic Landmark,
recognized with this highest honor
as one of only three extant major
stadiums associated with Negro
League Baseball. Closed since
1997, the school district which
owns it is struggling to arrest
deterioration and find funds for its
preservation and use.
PNJ’s 1867 Sanctuary at Ewing
has bid documents prepared for
the restoration of this former
worship space, but the lack of
funding has slowed the progress of
rehabilitating the building as a midsized arts and performance venue
for Ewing and surrounding
communities. Public and privatesector support has taken the
project this far, but more of both is
needed for this historic resource to
thrive.
Similarly, the 1759 Vought House
located in Clinton Township has
taken the necessary steps toward
preservation and restoration, but
progress will remain slow as long
as public funding is limited thereby
delaying the full potential of this
historic resource to serve as a
museum and educational center
for the study of the Revolutionary
War in New Jersey.
Grants to properties such as these
help the citizens of New Jersey not
only save buildings and preserve
the character of our communities,
but also churn money through the
local economies. PNJ urges the
legislature and the governor not to
be penny wise and pound foolish

resources t o a natio nally
recognized historic preservation
program that essentially pays for
itself and gives back to the
community for generations to
come.

NATIONAL GUARD
ARMORY
CITY OF PATERSON,
PASSAIC COUNTY

into a community recreation center
was stalled by the nearly $12
million price tag. More recently,
city leaders set up a non-profit
corporation to reuse the building
as a recreation or sports complex.
But there has been no movement
for at least a year, and high costs
are most likely the obstacle.
Finding investors for this oncegrand historic building’s adaptive
reuse is indeed a difficult
challenge, nut PNJ believes that
city, county, and state leaders
must work together to meet it.

PITNEY FARM

MENDHAM TOWNSHIP,
MORRIS COUNTY

Paterson was the first New Jersey
city to take advantage of an 1889
law enabling cities that lacked
armories to purchase property to
build them. This 53,800 squarefoot, three-story, red brick and
steel structure was completed in
1896. With a crenellated roofline
and a wide, arched entryway
flanked by towers, it resembles a
fortress. The armory was home to
the New Jersey National Guard’s
Second Regiment until it was
decommissioned in 1982. Soldiers
deployed to the Spanish-American
War, World War I and World War II
through its portals. It was the site
of rallies during the 1913 silk strike
and has been a sports and concert
venue over the years.
The re have bee n several
unsuccessful attempts to find a
new use for the massive structure,
which has been empty for 25
years. In 2007, Mayor Jose Torres
proposed selling it to a developer
who had plans to turn the armory
into a self-storage facility, but the

The twelve-acre Pitney Farm is an
excellent example of an eighteenth
-century farmstead. The complex
contains a Federal-style
farmhouse with later additions,
three barns, two cottages, an ice
house, and several gardens. First
developed around 1760, the farm
remained in the Pitney family for
two-and-one-half centuries – ten
generations – before Mendham
Township bought it in 2009. Over
the years general farming gave
way to specializations such as
dairy farming, fruit orchards, and
small vegetable gardens. Among
the many notable Pitneys
associated with the property are a
Revolutionary War veteran and
prominent lawyers and jurists,
including Mahlon Pitney III who
was nominated to the U.S.
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Supreme Court by President characteristic details such as a
William H. Taft in 1912.
Mansard roof, a central tower, an
elaborate front porch, ornate
In May 2014, a Public Purpose molded cornices, and bay
Study Committee created by the windows.
township recommended several
courses of action by which the The Ryer House remained a
historic buildings and surrounding private residence until roughly ten
property could be used to serve years ago. The current owner
the community. But in December, bought the house in 2007
the Township Committee chose intending to convert it to offices.
not to fund a historical study of the He has been unable to get the
buildings and in mid-April voted to requisite zoning variance for the
investigate the necessary steps to vacant and declining building.
put the property up for public Consequently, he has announced
auction despite a local nonprofit, his intention to demolish the
Friends of Pitney Farm, being building. Although he continues to
willing to take the lead in pay the property taxes, the Ryer
developing the site for community house is sitting in limbo, slowly
purposes.
being demolished by neglect.
Many of the home’s interior
Pitney Farm is a rare, largely-intact features, including chandeliers and
example of an eighteenth-century Tiffany doors have gone missing.
farm that provides a vivid picture of Pipes have burst causing interior
the evolution of farming and farm finishes to deteriorate. Windows
life in the Garden State. are broken and boarded up.
Preservation New Jersey Preservation New Jersey
encourages Mendham Township encourages the Borough of
to vigorously pursue means to Matawan and the current owner to
retain this special asset. A first renew a dialogue. There are many
step would be for the township to e x a m p l e s o f s u c c e s s f u l
work with the Friends of Pitney c o n v e r s i o n s f r o m h i s t o r i c
Farm and transfer operations to residence to office space or other
their care. They could then pursue compatible uses. PNJ hopes the
listing on the New Jersey and local opposition to rezoning can be
National Registers of Historic reconsidered, or other uses for the
Places, which would create property investigated. Something
opportunity for grants and private can and should be done before
donations for the preservation and Matawan loses an important local
adaptive use of the property. The landmark and architectural gem.
historical and cultural value of
Pitney Farm gives it the potential
HISTORIC PROPERTIES
to be a great asset; PNJ believes it
THREATENED BY
must be protected.
PROPOSED GAS PIPELINES
STATEWIDE

RYER HOUSE

MATAWAN BOROUGH,
MONMOUTH COUNTY

The Ryer House was built in 1873
by David G. Ryer, a prosperous
New York produce merchant. It is
a fine example of the Second
Empire style, featuring

The opening of extensive shale oil
fields in Pennsylvania is creating a
serious threat to historic, cultural,
and natural resources in New
Jersey. Pipelines to deliver natural
gas from these fields are proposed
to cross many parts of New
Jersey.

The Penn East pipeline, proposed
to go across parts of Hunterdon
and Mercer counties, is but the
latest proposed pipeline that would
compromise historic and natural
resources in our state. Its route
crosses through some of the most
productive and scenic farmland in
New Jersey. The Rosemont Rural
Agricultural District, listed on both
the New Jersey and the National
Registers of Historic Places, is
also in the line of the proposed
routing.
The Southern Reliability Link
proposed by New Jersey Natural
Gas will affect the Chesterfield
Village Historic District in
Burlington County. Its proposed
route would disturb open space in
Burlington, Monmouth, and Ocean
counties, including the Pinelands
National Reserve.

supply problem. The negative
effects on New Jersey’s historical
and natural resources will be
permanent.
In order to ensure that New Jersey
resources are fully considered, the
process for approving these
projects must be as fair and open
as possible. PNJ calls on all
interested parties to see that the
required reviews of these pipeline
projects are conducted
transparently and even-handedly.
In all cases where historic
resources are in jeopardy, we think
the State Historic Preservation
Office should administer the
process, in accordance with
Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act. Only
then can the public be confident
that their interests have been fully
considered.

The Transcontinental (TRANSCO) THOMAS BROWN HOUSE
gas pipeline parallels existing
GREENWICH TOWNSHIP,
pipelines. TRANSCO tried to
CUMBERLAND COUNTY
minimize the public review and
approval process by defining the
project into a number of smaller
components. Also known as the
Leidy Southeast Expansion
project, it affects parts of
Somerset, Hunterdon and Mercer
counties. It also crosses through
the Sourland Mountains, the
largest contiguous forest in central
The Thomas Brown House is a two
New Jersey.
-story frame Georgian dwelling,
The Tennessee Gas pipeline from built around 1787 for (and perhaps
West Milford to Mahwah would partially by) cabinetmaker Thomas
disturb some of the most scenic Brown and his wife Rebecca. A
areas in New Jersey, including the key resource in the Greenwich
Delaware W ater Gap and Historic District, the Brown house
Wawayanda State Park. It was abounds with fine detailing inside
approved by the Federal Energy and out. It is particularly noted for
Regulatory Commission (FERC), its front door pediment featuring a
but overruled by the US District transom with four glass oculi that
Court of Appeals. This proposed have earned it the nickname “Bull’s
route would also have a negative Eye House.”
impact on a number of historic
The Brown house was a village
resources in northern Passaic and
icon into the twentieth century.
Bergen counties. Since Tennessee
New owners, who planned to
Gas plans to resubmit its plans,
restore it, took possession in 2006.
the jury is still out on this one.
Unfortunately, they soon gave up,
T h e s e p i p e l i n e s a r e f o r and, after the property’s value
transporting natural gas released dropped below the size of the
by hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, mortgage during the Great
a
controversial
a n d Recession, foreclosure
e n vir on me nt al l y d es t ruc ti ve proceedings began. In early 2015,
process. They are a short-term the house stood in limbo. It is
solution to a long-term energy s l o w l y

VISIT : WWW.PRESERVATIONNJ.ORG
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deteriorating, and although the
owners are gone, the bank denies
responsibility. No short-sale price
has been agreed to and the
foreclosure is incomplete.
Houses in this situation –
abandoned by owners and lenders
– are being called “zombie
houses.” There are more of these
houses in New Jersey than all but
one other state in the nation:
nearly 18,000 by one recent real
estate industry estimate. Most are
not historic properties such as the
Brown House, but they all affect
their neighborhoods negatively by
lowering property values and
adding to the burden on local code
enforcers and emergency service
providers.
To prevent the Brown House from
falling into ruin, the bank that holds
its mortgage must complete the
foreclosure and set a price at
which a buyer willing to restore this
building vital to the streetscape of
Greenwich can be found. PNJ
hopes they will act responsibly and
swiftly. More generally, we urge
the New Jersey legislature to
follow the lead of New York State,
which is considering a bill that
creates a number of tools for
attacking the problem of “zombie
houses.”

WILLIAM GREEN HOUSE
EWING TOWNSHIP,
MERCER COUNTY

brick portion of the house is one of
the oldest and northernmost
examples of patterned brick
architecture in New Jersey.
Groups have been working with
the College to support the
restoration of the William Green
House for forty years. The house,
which housed College employees
until the mid 1970s, has been in
need of restoration since a late
1970s plan to restore the building
as conference space for the
College was scrapped. That
project was revisited in the mid
1990s, and the drawings and
specifications were updated. But
once again the project was not
funded. Vandalism and
deterioration currently beset this
National-Register listed building
In 2006, TCNJ stabilized the
building and secured its exterior
envelope, mothballing it while
plans were formulated for its
possible reuse as an alumni
reception center. In 2012,
construction costs were estimated
at over $2 million. The Friends of
the Green House began making
plans to raise funds and apply for
grants to assist the College. But in
March, 2015, the College suddenly
announced that it would not
“endorse a fundraising effort or
commit to any future use” of the
Green House, abandoning years of
town and gown collaboration. PNJ
believes that TCNJ (and other
owners of historic buildings) have
a civic duty to preserve them. We
urge the College to reconsider this
wasteful decision and work with
local supporters to secure the
future of this important historic
resource which has been entrusted
to its care.

sides of the Cooper River for five
miles between the City of Camden
and the Borough of Haddonfield.
Commissioned by the Camden
County Park Commission in 1925,
the park was the first in southern
New Jersey to encompass design
principles of the City Beautiful
movement. It incorporates the
Georgian-style Ebenezer Hopkins
House, built in 1735, into a design
scheme of winding roads,
footbridges, dams, and masonry
features. In addition, the park
commission built several
recreational elements during the
1930s via the Works Progress
Administration and Civilian
Conservation Corps, two massive
New Deal agencies: a model yacht
basin, a tennis clubhouse, and a
two mile rowing course.
Like many county and municipal
parks this one has suffered at the
hands of budget cuts, and some of
it has fallen into disrepair. Camden
County is currently implementing a
Vision Plan, which contemplates
building a sculpture garden and
renovating the Hopkins House to
accommodate events such as
festivals and weddings. The county
objects to listing the park as a
historic district on the New Jersey
or National Register of Historic
Places, claiming it will create
needless obstacles to improving
the park.

PNJ applauds the county’s
commitment to spend an estimated
$23 million in the Cooper Lake
area. But without any state review
of the projects, we fear alterations
or renovations may be undertaken
that will adversely affect the
historical integrity of park features.
We urge the county to bring the
Cooper River Park Historic District
COOPER RIVER PARK
to the Historic Sites Review Board.
HISTORIC DISTRICT
Listing on the National Register of
COLLINGSWOOD BOROUGH , CHERRY Historic Places, which would
HILL TWP, HADDONFIELD BOROUGH , require the county to work with the
HADDON TWP, CITY OF CAMDEN,
New Jersey Historic Preservation
PENNSAUKEN TWP, CAMDEN COUNTY
Office, will help preserve the
character of Cooper River Park. It
can also be used as a selling point
for marketing to local citizens,
corporate sponsors, and tourists
who look for historical authenticity.

The William Green Farmstead is
one of the oldest settlements in
Ewing Township. A building has
been on this property since the late
-seventeenth century. The oldest
portion of the surviving farmhouse,
which is now located on the
campus of the College of New
Jersey (TCNJ), was built in the
1730s. It was enlarged late in the
century and brought to its current
dimensions around 1830. Later
alterations to the house neither
diminish its integrity nor obscure
the evidence of its evolution. The Cooper River Park runs along both

HAINES-COCHLEY-SINGER
HOUSE
MEDFORD TOWNSHIP,
BURLINGTON COUNTY

This two-story, gable-roofed house
was built in three stages between
the mid-eighteenth and midnineteenth centuries. The earliest,
west portion of the house consists
of a three-bay, side-hall plan. A
four-bay section to the east
extends the lines of the earlier
part. An Italianate veranda was
added around 1850. It is thought to
be the oldest wood-frame building
in Medford. The land it was
associated with was farmed until
the 1960s. The house has been
decaying since its last occupant
died in 1980.
In 1988, a plan for an office
complex threatened the house, but
the township historical society
saved the build ing. Soon
thereafter, the Pinelands
Commission, under whose purview
the property falls, designated the
house a historic resource. After the
office-building project died,
Medford Township bought the
seven-acre property. The
Pinelands Commission gave the
township permission to build a
Public Safety Building on the
property, on the condition that the
township agreed to preserve the
historic house. In 1992, the
township spent $20,000 on
stabilization, but it failed to find the
funds for a larger rehabilitation
project, estimated at $500,000.
The result is that the HainesCochley-Singer House is one of far
too many buildings in New Jersey
undergoing demolition by neglect.
Often the buildings are owned by
public bodies that lack the vision to
see their properties as community
assets. Because there is no public
will to find the wherewithal to
maintain them, the buildings sit
and decay. Their dilapidated
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conditions are reminders that the with glimmering casinos, some
past has an uncertain future.
landmarks survived from the first
era serving the pleasure-seeking
ATLANTIC CITY
masses, including Gardner’s
ATLANTIC COUNTY
Basin, Boardwalk Hall, Absecon
Lighthouse, and the Madison
Hotel.

Photo Credit: Craig Terry

The famous WPA Guide to New
Jersey, published in 1939, called
Atlantic City “a glittering monument
to the national talent for wholesale
amusement.” The city’s latenineteenth and early-twentieth
century heyday, its boardwalk,
beaches, and hotels attracted
millions of tourists each year. But
as American vacationers found
other outlets for their recreational
dollars Atlantic City declined, along
with other mid-twentieth-century
New Jersey cities. In 1976, the city
and state’s political leadership bet
on legalized gambling to revive
Atlantic City. The city reinvented
itself to serve a different breed of
pleasure seekers. While the grand
hotels of the past were replaced

Once again Atlantic City faces a
crisis brought on by the recent,
vicious recession and intense
competition from casinos in
neighboring states. As casinos
closed jobs were lost, buildings
vacated, and property taxes
increased. The casino-based
revival in Atlantic City was broad
but never deep. PNJ does not
think a future turnaround can be
based on a revived gambling
industry. We think the city should
look to its past to shape its future.
Atlantic City was the first city in the
United States conceived to be a
resort for the masses, providing
leisure, amusements, and crowdpleasing spectacles. The city
should play to its strengths. It has
a stable base of stores and
restaurants, many travel options
including an international airport,
and a beautiful oceanfront. There
is tremendous opportunity to
create a family-oriented resort that
can provide jobs to residents and
pleasure to future visitors.

Preservation New Jersey
Founded in 1978, Preservation New Jersey
advocates for and promotes historic preservation
as a sustainable strategy to protect and enhance
the vitality and heritage of New Jersey’s richly
diverse communities. PNJ is the only statewide
private
membership-supported
historic
preservation organization in New Jersey.
www .preservati onnj. org
609-392- 6409
i nf o@preservati onnj. org

